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PLEXIPAVE® COURT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Plexipave is a low maintenance surface requiring only occasional maintenance to insure long-term performance.
Performance of the underlying pavement is beyond the scope of routine maintenance.
Routine Maintenance
Daily: Remove debris such as cups or branches that can be a trip hazard. Check for accumulation or dirt at gate
areas. Sweep with a soft bristled broom or a smaller power blower.
Weekly: Sweep or power blow the court surface.
Monthly: Dampen the courts with a water mist and treat stains and dirty areas with a common household dish
detergent. Fiberlock APC (Advanced Peroxide Cleaner) also works very well, where available.
Annually: Inspect all court fixtures for damage and replace as needed. Carefully inspect shaded areas for mold and
mildew growth. Power washing should be done on the lowest settings to avoid surface damage. Power wash starting
from the high point of the court.
Treat all mold and mildew areas with Fiberlock Shockwave mold and mildew cleaner.

PLEXICUSHION® COURT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
The Plexicushion Prestige surface is the combination of the consistent playability of Plexipave and a shock
absorbing rubber filled underlayment.
Because the rubber filled Plexicushion underlayment provides shock absorbance it may also be damaged by racquet
abuse, inappropriate chair legs or equipment with heavy point loads.
Routine Maintenance
Daily: Remove debris such as cups or branches that can be a trip hazard. Check for accumulation or dirt at gate
areas. Sweep with a soft bristled broom or a smaller power blower.
Weekly: Sweep or power blow the court surface. Racquet dings greater than 1/8” (3mm) deep may be repaired with
Plexicushion/Fortified Plexipave, as necessary.
Monthly: Dampen the courts with a water mist and treat stains and dirty areas with a common household dish
detergent. Fiberlock APC (Advanced Peroxide Cleaner) also works very well, where available.
Annually: Inspect all court fixtures for damage and replace as needed. Carefully inspect shaded areas for mold and
mildew growth. Power washing should be done on the lowest settings to avoid surface damage. Power wash starting
from the high point of the court.
Treat all mold and mildew areas with Fiberlock Shockwave mold and mildew cleaner.
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